The literary representation of landscape can often reflect the fears and cultural values of a particular society. As many cultures move into an age where robotics and drones become increasingly commonplace, it is important to look once again at the evolving definition of nature and landscape. What does our society consider to be natural? How might this definition change in the future? My thesis will address how the definition of nature has changed and, more specifically, how it has changed within contemporary Midwestern Gothic poetry and fiction. In Midwestern literature, many traditional fears, themes, and motifs are reminiscent of Victorian Gothic, but there are also new fears demonstrated, particularly in the way landscape is described.

By drawing examples from early Gothic literature, I will establish how Gothic fiction and poetry offers a particular language which poses questions about society’s relationship with landscape and nature. Specifically, I will be reading and analyzing the works of Edgar Allan Poe, William Faulkner, Henry James, Charlotte Bronte, Mary Shelley, and Anne Radcliffe, all of whom give time and detail to the description of landscape within their works. Studying the representation of landscape in earlier Gothic fiction will help me to explain how contemporary Midwestern literature uses Gothic tropes, particularly in its preoccupation with silence and violence. In my study of contemporary works, I will explore how the literary representation of landscape changes as society’s relationship with nature itself changes. If nineteenth century Gothic landscape offers a way to discuss fears of science, then how does contemporary Midwestern landscape illustrate current fears of technology? In order to answer this question, I will be reading poetry and fiction by Gregory Orr, Kent Haruf, Louise Erdrich, Marilynne Robinson, Ruth Ozeki, and Kent Meyer, among others. These writers explore the concept of turning to the land of the Midwest, despite its silent bleakness, after various experiences of violent loss. Do these losses reflect the larger fear of losing what is “natural” to us, losing what we believe we know? How is this fear portrayed within
literary landscape? Also, I will explore how Midwestern writers cope with these fears, whether by conservation or cultivation of this specific landscape.

This study will use ecocritical approaches to examine Midwestern literature. The first is *Ecosublime* by Hugh Lee Rozelle. Rozelle suggests that the sublime experience of nature within literature is tied to society’s political relationship with nature and reflects on this relationship in post-natural landscapes. Secondly, I will draw on Tom Hillard’s article, “Deep Into that Darkness Peering,” which explores the concept of “ecophobia” and the gothic descriptions of landscape as representation of society’s growing fear and alienation from nature. Building on Hillard’s work will allow for a discussion of contemporary fears of nature in a technologically advanced era, one of robotic limbs, drones, and factory farming communities. Lastly, I will focus on Rinda West’s text, *Out of the Shadow*, which addresses ecopsychology—nature as part of the “shadow” of society’s psyche, and why society fears this aspect of itself. These three texts will not only allow me to recognize Gothic aspects of literary landscapes, but also to understand why these gothic elements exist.

Gregory Orr’s “Gathering the Bones Together,” Kent Meyer’s *The Witness of Combines*, and Ruth Ozeki’s *All Over Creation* all contain characters who turn to land, sometimes specifically farming communities, after the death of a loved one. Characters’ desires to become closer to this landscape in a time of alienation is significant in regards to the changing definition of nature in a technologically advanced era. It is this method of coping, this turning to a contemporary Gothic landscape in the face of fear and loss, that I intend to explore.
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